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Summary

Open innovation has gained increased managerial and academic attention since 2003 and follows theoretical approaches of innovation networks. My dissertation reports an explorative action research study on participatory cases about how open innovation partnerships emerge in practice. I was engaged in industrial and academic projects where new ideas, external technologies and new start-up ventures were searched and matched for open innovation projects. Therefore, the formation of new network ties for joint business opportunities, matchmaking, is in the focus of the research.

The problem of matchmaking arises from the network and market structure. In the thesis, it is shown that matchmaking for open innovation requires a multi-sided market perspective. The contribution is a shift from matchmaking as pure transaction-based market mechanisms towards interactive mechanisms over time, but with economic long-term impact for all market agents.

The interdisciplinary study on matchmaking for open innovation offers a research agenda, which is demonstrated in a special issue about ‘matchmaking for open innovation: interaction rather than transaction’ edited by Thomas Holzmann, Prof. Dr. Klaus Sailer, Dr. Brendan Galbraith and Prof. Dr. Bernhard Katzy in the Journal *Technology Analysis & Strategic Management* published by the Taylor & Francis Group (ISSN 0953-7325).